Abstract
Introduction
Stereo matching is a key problem in computer vision. A large number of algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem. However, since the problem is an ill-posed one, a satisfying solution has not been received yet up to now [1, 2] .
With the development of the powerful global optimization methods such as Graph-Cut based and Belief-Propagation based ones [3-5, 18, 20] , great progress has been made in stereo matching in recent years. In order to further improve the disparity estimation, the researchers paid more attention on the two difficult problems: occlusion and sparse texture, and presented some hopeful methods. Among them, the region based methods [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [20] [21] [22] have been received great success. They can give better results than others in case of sparse texture. These methods firstly use color or gray information to segment the inputted images, and then obtain the initial disparity estimation of the scene by using a known matching algorithm. Finally, a disparity fitting technique is employed to perform the task of disparity refinement for each region. But both of the two kinds of methods have similar shortcomings. Since they use labeling based optimization, these algorithms generally need to cluster regions in parameter space of disparity plane before optimization to reduce the number of labeling used in the later process. Such a treatment will reduce the generality of the algorithm, and may cause the false disparity results. If the parameters of a disparity plane are falsely estimated before the final optimization, then the errors can not be corrected. Because the disparity plane parameters are invariable in the final optimization.
In this paper, we present a new stereo matching algorithm based on inter-regional cooperative optimization. Similar to other region based approaches, our algorithm uses regions as matching primitives and defines the corresponding region energy functional for matching by utilizing the color Statistics of regions and the constraints on smoothness and occlusion between adjacent regions. In order to obtain a more reasonable disparity map, a procedure of cooperative optimization between adjacent regions has been employed to minimize the matching costs of all regions in image. Unlike other similar algorithms, ours uses the cooperative and competitive relations between adjacent regions to optimize the total image energy functional. The main contribution of our paper is to combine some known techniques into a successful stereo matching algorithm under the framework of the cooperative optimization. The optimization procedure is simple but efficient as well as robust. In addition, our algorithm is not parameter sensitive one. It can obtain disparities of different scenes by using a set of fixed parameters. Our algorithm is composed of the following steps. Firstly, a color based segmentation method is used to segment the reference image (the left image of the inputted stereo pair) into regions according to homogeneous color. Secondly, a local window-based matching method is used to determine the initial disparity estimate of each image pixel. And then, a voting based plane fitting technique is applied to obtain the parameters of disparity plane corresponding to each image region. Finally, under the framework of inter-regional cooperative optimization, the disparity plane parameters of all regions are iteratively optimized by a local optimization procedure until a reasonable disparity map is obtained. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . Our algorithm is robust to the initial estimation of disparities of regions. It permits the presence of errors in the initial disparity estimation. The false matching in the initial estimation can be corrected in the later processing. The experimental Results on Middlebury test set and real stereo images indicate that the performance of our method is competitive with the current best stereo matching algorithms and the disparity maps recovered by our algorithm are quite close to the ground truth data. We firstly employ the Mean-Shift algorithm [19] to segment the left image of the inputted stereo pair, and then use a high speed stereo matching algorithm [6] [7] [8] [9] 16 ], e.g. the adaptive correlation window based one presented in [16] to obtain the disparity map of the scene according to the region segmentation results given by the above Mean-Shift algorithm. Here, we employ the WTA (the abbreviation of Winners-Take-All) strategy to select disparities from multiple candidates. Figure 2 shows the disparity map of the Tsukuba stereo pair produced by the algorithm. One could see that the disparity map obtained is not a perfect one. A lot of false matching exists. These matching errors will be corrected later in our algorithm.
(a) The segmentation result of the left image (b) The disparity map Figure 2 The disparity map of the Tsukuba stereo pair by using the adaptive correlation window stereo matching algorithm
A robust disparity plane fitting algorithm based on voting
In order to eliminate the outlier in disparity map and obtain robust disparity estimation of a region, we develop a voting based disparity plane fitting algorithm.
The disparity plane corresponding to a segmented region is expressed by the following function:
Where, x and y are image coordinates, and a, b and c are plane parameters. By using the matching reliability of each pixel as weight, the normal direction of the disparity plane can be given by the eigenvector belonging to the minimum eigenvalue of matrix A (for a similar description, see [15] ): Inevitably, some false matching will be included in the initial disparity map. These outliers will then cause the false disparity fitting results. Therefore, we need to get rid of the outliers from the disparities before fitting. The RANSAC algorithm can be used to remove the outliers. However, the result of the RANSAC algorithm relies on the selection of initial points. Since the selection is random, the result obtained is not satisfying in some cases. Meanwhile, the RANSAC algorithm needs to set a threshold to distinguish whether a point is an outlier or not according to the range of the point to the estimated plane. When a false threshold is selected, the fitting result will be incorrect. In order to avoid the limitation, we adopt a more robust method based on voting.
According to (1), one could obtain an estimation of the plane parameter a of a region by calculating x d δ δ / from a pair of points on a line along x-axis belonging to the region. Therefore if we do the similar calculations for all possible point pairs on the same lines belonging to the region, then we can obtain a lot of individual estimations of a. Then we can make a one-dimensional histogram by a voting operation, where the x-coordinate is a and the y-coordinate is the count number of a. After smoothing operation by a Gaussian filter, the maximum of the histogram will be regarded as the final estimation of a. Similarly, we can obtain a one-dimensional histogram from the estimations of b by calculating In order to evaluate the above voting method, as an example, we calculated the disparities of the Tsukuba stereo pair by using both the RANSAC algorithm and our voting algorithm respectively. Here, we selected the same system parameters to obtain the disparities for comparison. In addition, we compared the disparities obtained by the two algorithms with the ground truth respectively, and calculated the corresponding errors. The comparison results are shown in Figure 3 . Here, the blue line is the error curve of the RANSAC algorithm, and the red line shows the one of our voting algorithm. One can see that both of the two algorithms have smaller error values, but our voting algorithm acts more robustly. Therefore, our method has a more powerful competence in aspect of eliminating the outliers. Figure 4 gives the disparity map obtained by disparity plane fitting operation. The experimental results show that the outliers in the initial disparity map have been removed effectively. 
The Principle of Cooperative Optimization Algorithm
The principle of cooperative optimization [17] is as below: a complex target is decomposed firstly into several comparatively simple sub-targets, and then these sub-targets are optimized individually under the condition of keeping the consistent common parameters. In our problem, the target of cooperative optimization is to optimize the disparities of each region so as to the disparities of the adjacent regions keep consistent.
As shown in Figure 5 , suppose R 1 , R 2 ,…, and R n be regions obtained by the Mean-shift segmentation algorithm. Let the total energy functional of all regions be ) (x E , then the cooperative optimization algorithm will firstly decompose it into the sum of sub-target energy functionals as follows:
, i = 1, 2 ,… n is the energy functional of the ith region R i . In such a way, the disparity computation problem becomes a region based optimization problem with multiple sub-targets. It is obvious that if we minimize individual energy functional solely for each region, then the final optimization results may not be consistent between adjacent regions. For example, suppose that the scene is piecewise smooth, and the target of optimization is to compute disparities of the scene, then the disparities obtained by individually optimizing all of sub-targets should be also piecewise smooth. But if we optimize these sub-targets solely, the disparities obtained will generally not be continuous. Figure 5 The sketch map for optimization of sub-targets Therefore, in order to obtain the reasonable disparities, we need to minimize the total energy functional. The cooperative optimization can help us perform the task. The solution is to firstly minimize all the energy functionals of a region and its adjacent regions simultaneously, and then propagate the results via iterative computation. The above optimization process is carried out iteratively until the algorithm converges.
Concretely, in order to minimize the sub-target energy functional E i (x), we consider an optimization problem including several associated sub-targets. The corresponding energy functional is set as follows:
Where, E j (x) is the energy functional of the jth region R j , R j is an adjacent region of R i , and 1 0 ≤ ≤ i λ , and 1 0 ≤ ≤ ij w are the corresponding weights.
For example, consider the optimization of E 6 (x), the energy functional of R 6 in Figure 5 . Since R 2 , R 3 , R 5 . R 7 and R 9 are neighbors of R 6 , we should minimize E 6 (x) according to (4) , where j = 2,3,5,7,9.
The sub-target optimization problem defined by (4) can be solved by a local optimization method.
The disparity plane parameters of each region on the left image are optimized according to (4) at each iteration. The disparity plane parameters obtained will be regarded as the initial estimation in next iteration. The optimization is carried out iteratively until the algorithm converges, or the times number of iteration is reached.
The equations for iterative calculation are as follows:
Where, the subscript i and j, and the superscript with a bracket (k) show the serial number of region and the times number of iteration. R j is a neighbor of R i .
The Cooperative Optimization Stereo Matching Algorithm Based on Regions
In order to evaluate whether the disparity plane parameters of a region is satisfied or not, we need define a energy functional before cooperative optimization. In this paper, we define the energy functional of the ith region as follows: 
Where, the V l and V r denote the visible pixel set on the current region of the left and right images, p∈V l and q∈V r are two matching pixels, and r, g, b are the color values of the pixels. The pixel q on the right image is obtained by a projection operation in which the pixel p is projected onto the right image according to the disparity plane parameters of the current region. Since the q may not fall on the position with an integral coordinates, the r, g, b values of it may not be obtained directly from the right image. In that case, the color values are interpolated from the four neighboring pixels of q. Note that in our algorithm the visibility constraints [13] are used to determine the visible pixel set V l and V r on the current region.
The second item in (6) λ is the penalty constant for occlusion. Once the occlusion energy at each pixel is calculated, the occlusion energy of the current region can be obtained as below:
Where,
L Occ and

R
Occ are the number of pixels belonging to the left occlusion area and the right occlusion area in the current region respectively. The final item of (6) is the smooth energy. It is defined as follows:
Where, c B is the set of the border pixels on the current region, and N is the set of adjacent pixels of the border pixels. p∈B c and q∈N are the two 4-connected pixels on the left image, and d(p) and d(q) are the corresponding disparities. s λ is the smooth penalty constant. It is obvious that (9) is given by the sum of the smooth penalty energy added to all the pixels with discontinuous disparities on the border of the current region. From the definition of (6), the smaller the total energy of the current region, the better the corresponding disparity estimation.
In each iteration, we select a local optimization method, e.g. the Powell's method, to optimize the disparity plane parameters of all regions according to (5) . Such a process is done iteratively until the algorithm converges.
Our algorithm only requests that the initial estimation of disparities is roughly correct. In fact, the computation results of both the disparities and the occlusions depend on each other. Especially, only when the disparities are correct, the occlusions between adjacent regions can be detected correctly. Since the initial estimation of disparities is generally not perfect, the occlusions detected from them are not perfect also. But as long as the disparity plane parameters of adjacent regions are roughly correct, the disparity planes with the false parameters will be corrected in the later iterations. As an example, Figure 7 shows the disparity computation result of Tsukuba stereo pair by our algorithm. We can see that the initial estimation of disparities is obviously not true (see Figure 4) , but with the iterations of the cooperative optimization algorithm, the total energy decreases rapidly and the corresponding disparity plane parameters are corrected. Figure 8 shows the change of total energy with the iterations. 
Experimental results
In order to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm, we use VC8.0 to realize the algorithm and employ the stereo image pairs issued by Middlebury website to make experiments and evaluations. Figure 9 shows the corresponding disparity maps obtained by our algorithm. In addition, in order to verify the robustness of the algorithm, we also use some stereo image pairs captured by our stereo vision system to make the matching experiments and evaluations. Figure 10 shows some results.
The running time of the algorithm is related to the number of iterations. By using a notebook computer with CPU of PM1.6G, the total time for processing the stereo pair of Tsukuba is about 20s.Here, the number of iterations is 4, and the time for image segmentation is about 8s.
The experimental results show that the performance of our algorithm is closed to the best algorithm. The comparison with other stereo matching algorithms is shown in table I. The parameters used in the experiments are below: In addition, ij w are set according to [17] .
Conclusion
This paper presents a region based cooperative optimization stereo matching algorithm. The algorithm permits us to obtain the high quality dense disparity map of a scene from its initial disparity estimation. The good point of the algorithm is that it has a strong ability of restraining and correcting disparity errors. In the current moment, we use plane to fit the region with consistent disparities. It can be further improved by introducing B-spline fitting technique or similar ones. In addition, the Mean-shift method is a time-consuming image segmentation algorithm. How to find a more rapid as well as more robust real time image segmentation algorithm is another challenging work. Figure 9 The disparity maps of the standard stereo image pairs on Middleburry website obtain by our algorithm: The 1 st row -Tsukuba, the 2 nd row-Venus, the 3 rd -Teddy, and the 4 th -Cones The 1 st column -reference image, the 2 nd column -ground truth, the 3 rd column -our algorithm, and the 4 th column -matching errers.
(a) The left image (b) The right image (c) The disparity map obtained by our algorithm Figure 10 The disparity maps of stereo image pairs taken in office environments
